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ABSTRACT
With the emergence of a new space-to-space servicing sector, along with the return of manned missions beyond low
earth orbit, there is an increased need for quick, efficient, and most of all, safe Rendezvous and Proximity Operations
(RPO). An additional next big step forward may be true manufacturing in space, which could take advantage of swarms
of small satellites cooperating in close proximity to each other, all subjected to the same laws of orbital mechanics.
Currently, there is a lack of knowledge about how to safely operate a swarm of spacecraft in close quarters in a dynam-
ically changing environment (i.e., a “space construction site”), without creating a high risk of collision and/or potential
debris creation.
In order to formulate a stable, recurring, and efficient set of trajectories, a method was developed using genetic
algorithms. This set of algorithms is able to solve for a set of relative motion trajectories for a swarm of N spacecraft,
taking into account gravitational perturbations, to obtain trajectories that are recurring over a set amount of time.
These algorithms also have the capability to dynamically alter the trajectories in order to take into account changes to
the system, such as the addition of new spacecraft, or individual spacecraft failures.
INTRODUCTION
Given the recent advancements in satellite servicing tech-
nologies1–7 and space robotics,8 the collective capabili-
ties of the space industry as a whole are moving towards
in-space manufacturing. The ability to manufacture or
assemble anything in space using robotics is a crucial
technology for deep space exploration and the eventual
colonization of Mars and beyond, as current platforms
are limited to the volume and mass constraints of a single
rocket fairing. Although the existing On-Orbit Servic-
ing (OOS) methodology employs the use of large, mono-
lithic robotic spacecraft, the method of OOS and in-space
manufacturing proposed in this research study considers
taking the leap from using one spacecraft to a swarm of
dozens, potentially even hundreds of small robotic space-
craft. These swarms of spacecraft would operate analo-
gous to a colony of bees, each individual member of the
swarm performing its own dedicated task, culminating in
the successful execution of a large and complex opera-
tion.9,10
To be able to control a large number of spacecraft co-
operating in close proximity, each member of the swarm
must be able to maneuver on its own, as well have the ca-
pability to sense the position and velocity of other nearby
members of the swarm to communicate and avoid colli-
sions. To streamline this process, for a given swarm func-
tion a set of optimized trajectories needs to be determined
such that there are no predicted collisions between the
spacecraft for a prescribed amount of time (e.g. at least
a day), barring any malfunctions, where also the delta-v
required to insert to the swarm is minimized.
This paper will showcase and describe the results of using
a new genetic algorithm methodology to calculate safe
trajectories, and how they can enable in-space manufac-
turing using multiple cooperating spacecraft. Addition-
ally, investigations into how the scheme scales with the
number of spacecraft involved will be discussed.
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a method of optimization,
applicable to a wide variety of problems, that use a pro-
cess similar to Darwinian evolution to evolve a set of ran-
dom (or pseudo-random) initial conditions to find an ac-
ceptable solution, or even a globally optimal solution, to
a problem.11
GAs can be applied to generate trajectories for a swarm
of spacecraft, given a set of restrictions that the swarm
will abide by.12 These trajectories will be such that each
member can perform their required individual actions,
while minimizing the fuel required for maneuvering and
also avoiding conjunctions, to a prescribed probability of
collision, for a given amount of time. While near term
it is expected that ground command uplink intervention
would be needed to determine and execute remedial ac-
tions in the case of failure on orbit of a single element in
the swarm, the long term goal is to develop autonomous
algorithms to enable a swarm to accept and remediate
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failures of one or more of its members, in real time.
Computational Scheme
Computations for trajectory generation were performed
in the local vertical local horizontal (LVLH) rendezvous
coordinate frame, centered on a central spacecraft. In
order to incorporate the J2 perturbations of the Earth’s
gravitational field, and reduce computation time, a two-
stage solver was used, incorporating both the linearized
Clohessy-Wiltshire (C-W) equations and the numerical
integration of the equations of relative motion with per-
turbations.
This two-stage GA solver is comprised of the following:
1. Stage One: Use the GA solver to generate a set
of trajectories satisfying the requirements of the
swarm, using the linearized C-W equations to allow
for fast iterations, albeit with a loss in accuracy from
the linearization process.
2. Stage Two: Feed the solution from Stage One back
into the GA solver, this time using the direct numer-
ical integration of the equations of relative motion,
with J2 perturbation added.
Kalman Filtering
In the Stage Two solver, a sensor-fusion Kalman Filter
is employed to accurately compute the collision risk
between each spacecraft, taking into account the errors
in relative position knowledge between the spacecraft.
In real-world operations, its impossible to know the
position and velocity of a spacecraft with 100% preci-
sion. Thus, position and velocity are measured using
onboard sensors, which have inherent error tolerances.
These errors, from inputs such as GPS and relative
Radar ranging, result in a covariance matrix attached to
the state vector for each spacecraft in the swarm. These
covariance matrices can be computed between each
spacecraft in the swarm, meaning that if the covariance
between spacecraft A and B is desired, sensor fusion
between all other spacecraft and spacecraft B can be
used to refine the state vector and covariance matrix
of spacecraft B, minimizing the measurement error.
By combining the measurements from multiple space-
craft, we can get more accurate measurements than by
computing the covariances on each spacecraft separately.
A Kalman filter can be used to reduce the error in an
Figure 1: Sensor Fusion Diagram
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estimated state by propagating a set of points through
time, each corresponding to the boundaries of the
covariance ”bubble of uncertainty” that surrounds
the spacecraft. As this is propagated, the covariance
ellipsoid is refined by using measurements taken from
a sensor at a known position, with a known precision.
This is used successively over time to predict what
states are more likely, and which are less likely, using a
weighted scheme to determine within a 3-sigma gaussian
distribution, where the spacecraft lies. The Kalman
filtering method is useful for not only simulations, but
for real-time operations, since the computational cost of
the algorithm is very low, and can be run in real-time
onboard a satellite.
In order to take into account the shared data of the swarm,
which is the combination of the radar ranging sensors on
each spacecraft, a sensor-fusion Kalman Filter is used.
This is a modification of the standard Kalman filter de-
scribed above, which uses multiple measurement update
cycles to incorporate the shared data of the swarm to fur-
ther refine the covariance ellipsoid for each spacecraft.
Figure 1 above shows an example of the sensor fusion
process, where the covariance of the position between Sat
#1 and the Client spacecraft can be improved by fusing
the data from all the swarm spacecraft, even taking into
account the GPS position errors defining the locations of
each swarm spacecraft with respect to Sat #1.
TRAJECTORY GENERATION
One of the features that makes theseGA-generated trajec-
tories unique is that they are free flight trajectories that re-
quire no external inputs for their duration (within limits).
This is because the major orbital perturbations are taken
into account in the orbit propagation when generating the
trajectories, such that if a time period of 10 days is spec-
ified, then the trajectory will not require any correction
maneuvers for 10 days, and will return to the same start-
ing position at that time, within a prescribed tolerance.
Thus, a correction will only be needed after 10 days to re-
peat the same trajectory, using considerably less fuel than
traditional station-keeping methods. However, these fuel
savings come at a cost, as the distance and orientation to
the target will not remain constant throughout the 10 day
period, and thus is only useful if this is acceptable to the
mission parameters. For most inspection and OOS tasks,
this is allowable and thus allows fuel savings for smaller
satellites that already have limited fuel reserves to begin
with.
In an ideal case, there would be no limits on how far we
can propagate these trajectories to ensure a collision-free
solution, however this is in practice limited to 10-20 days,
since gravitational perturbations of order higher than the
J2 perturbations are not considered in this simulation. It
would be possible to extend this limit be accounting for
higher order orbital perturbations in future work.
Figure 2: Swarm of 5 Spacecraft
Figure 2 shows an example of a set of 5 spacecraft in a
swarm, centered around a central spacecraft. This figure
shows the orbits propagated over a 24h period. In the
figure, two spacecraft (Sats #4 & #5) are located within
4 km of the target spacecraft for close-up inspection and
imaging, while another spacecraft (Sat #3) is located
at 10 km to act as a communications relay. The final
two spacecraft (Sats #1 & #2) are parked further out be
used for future servicing operations after the inspection
operations are complete.
Figure 3 shows a propagation of the same trajectories
over a period of 10 days.
Figure 3: Extrapolated Trajectories over 10 days -
Swarm of 5 Spacecraft
The goal of using a system like this to generate a set of
trajectories for a swarm of spacecraft is to allow mod-
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ular and customizeable designs for a swarm, to enable
it to carry out whatever its goals may be. Thus, each
spacecraft can have its own requirements and own sub-
mission, yet they can all share data among themselves
and their trajectories are setup to prevent collisions un-
der free-flight with low delta-v.
IN-SPACE MANUFACTURING
Although to-date, the use of in-space manufacturing
has been infrequent and limited to very large structures,
like the International Space Station (ISS) assembled
in orbit by astronauts and tele-operated robotics, the
future of mankind’s expansion into the cosmos will
require the commonplace use of in-space manufacturing
and assembly to exceed the dimensional constraints
imposed by launch vehicle fairings. By assembling and
constructing structures in-orbit, spacecraft can evolve
to become more modular, with parts that are reusable
and transferable, somewhat like using a set of standard
LEGO® blocks in space.
Combining the method of swarm trajectory generation
with the goal of in-space manufacturing/assembly, we
can find new and unique ways to perform orbital assem-
bly that cannot be done with a single, monolithic space-
craft. Using swarms of spacecraft which are operating
autonomously in concert, an analog of a construction site
on Earth can be setup, where there is a staging area for
work on converting raw materials or prefabricated parts
into sub-assemblies, which are then transported over to
the site of the structure being aggregated.
Figure 4: Swarm for In-Space Manufacturing
Figure 4 shows a swarm designed for in-space man-
ufacturing, where there is a supply depot about 5 km
ahead (in-track) of the aggregated object, while other
spacecraft are approaching closer, within 0.5 km of the
aggregated object.
Using GAs to generate trajectories for a swarm of space-
craft performing in-space manufacturing, we can ensure
a safe ”construction” orbital scenario, since one of the
foundations of the swarmGAmethod is that all the trajec-
tories are passively stable for a period of days (at least).
Additionally, the swarm GA method allows dynamic re-
configuration of the swarm to accept new spacecraft into
the swarm, and to grow as the aggregated object changes
in size and mass.12
SCALINGWITH NUMBER OF SPACECRAFT
Although the algorithms in use for orbit maintenance
and collision avoidance schemes can be run in real-time
on the individual small satellites using Kalman filtering,
the Genetic Algorithms that are used to generate the
initial swarm trajectories, or to compute a new set of
altered swarm trajectories, are not yet optimized to run
in real-time aboard the spacecraft. The conjunction
de-confliction process is the most time-consuming and it
scales on the order of n-squared, where n is the number
of spacecraft in the swarm. Future work will strive to
reduce this computational burden, but in the meantime
these computations must be done on the ground, and
verified by ground support engineers, before being
uploaded and implemented on the spacecraft.
The amount of time to compute a solution varies not only
by the number of spacecraft in the swarm, but the pseudo-
random initial conditions used to generate the GA popu-
lation. In order to analyze variations in computational
intensity of the problem with respect to the swarm size
alone, a set of Monte-Carlo simulations were run for each
swarm size. This allowed these variations introduced by
the initial conditions of the solution to be averaged out.
Figure 5: Runtime vs SwarmSize - Averaged over 100
runs
Although the computational time increases as a function
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of n-squared, future work will strive to reduce this by us-
ing machine learning techniques to avoid running similar
types of problems over and over again, and instead store
these typical solutions in a database for referencing. Ad-
ditionally, the unique features of a ”swarm” of satellites
each with their own processor may offer a real-time par-
allel processing distributed option for computing in real-
time GA solutions.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Using swarms of spacecraft assisted by Genetic Algo-
rithm based trajectories, we can come up with safe and
efficient trajectories for swarm rendezvous and proxim-
ity operations, thereby enabling in-space manufacturing
and assembly on a large and distributed scale.
Simulations of these techniques have shown that it is
possible to create such trajectories, as well as to main-
tain them using known and tested techniques to reduce
real-time errors in flight such as Kalman filters for multi-
sensor fusion.
While not possible at themoment, real-time generation of
trajectories for N-number of satellites in a swarm may be
possible with further optimization and machine learning
in software, as well as taking advantage of the swarms
natural number of multiple processors operating in paral-
lel. The GA algorithm specifically envisions and enables
multiple cooperative space objects to enable much larger
scale in-space assembly and manufacturing of objects
and platforms, safely and cooperatively. The GA algo-
rithm trajectory may enable the possibility that a swarm
could be launched to the orbit of Mars e.g., which would
enable an autonomous swarm of spacecraft to ”build” a
very large RF aperture in orbit thus allowing long dis-
tance communications portal for communication and re-
lay before humans ever arrive.
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